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TENURE:
Second.in a series ·
BY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer
One factor which may change
the whole concept of tenure and
along with it, conditions of employment, job security and
academic freedom, is collective
bargaining .
"It's going to hurt, but it's hard
to say what the impact will be
until the bill is passed and we see
what if finally says," said Dr.
William Scheuerle, assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs.
LEGISLATION to implement
collective bargaining guidelines
for public employes is before the
Florida Legislature this year,
and it is fairly certain some kind
of collective bargaining bill will
be passed under warnings qy the
Florida Supreme Court that it

Collective bargaining a factor

would implement guidelines this
year if the Legislature didn't.
"It will define more closely
what tenure is, but we don't need
collective bargaining to do this,"
Scheuerle said.
"I'M CONCERNED about the
current version of the collective
bargaining bill which says the
faculty can only negotiate on
monetary issues," said Dr. Irving Deer, president of the local
chapter of American 'Federation
of Teacher (AFT), which has
pushed for strong collective
bargaining legislation.
"This bill's language may
foreclose any serious discussions
on tenure or anything else but
wages," he said, adding he felt
participatory governance and an
atmosphere
where
the
professional opinions of faculty

count should be the result of both
tenure and collective bargaining.
At a recent state AFT meeting,
Deer said the consensus favored
job protection form , the first day
of appointment, in effect giving
non tenured faculty many of the
same protections as tenured
faculty have always had.
THIS HAS LED some critics of
collective bargaining to claim
that some of the groups favoring
it, like AFT, want to do away with
tenure.

"Collective bargaining in the
University will not eliminate
tenure or allow incompetents to
keep their jobs, but it will insure
faculty members fair and
equitable procedures," said Dr .
Sheldon Krimsky, another AFT
member.
"It will insw-e that tenure
decisions are not made by irate
administrators who ar-e disturbed
by the public views of a
professor," he said, citing an
apparent instance of just such

arbitrariness in the case of Dr.
Kenneth Megill at the University
of Florida \UF).
ALTHOUGH
Megill was
recomn1ended for tenure by his
college
and
appropriate
university committees, UF Pres.
Stephen O'Connell tried to deny
him tenure, apparently because
of his union activities , Krimsky
said, adding the case is now
before the Board of Regents.
Continued on page 7
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Police officer suspended
Ii"''

BY MARILYN EVON

r

Oracle Staff Writer

The car driven by King
... was 'totaled' because of the accident.

A University Police (UP)
officer who ran a red light while
in pursuit of a speeder and
smashed into a car has been
suspended for two weeks according to UP Chief, Jack
Preble.
Kerry King, a USF career
service employe, was crossing
Maple and Holly Drive early May
13, when a patrol car driven by
officer Jeanie Reutter entered
the intersection against the light
in pursuit of a speeder, according
to King.
"I DID NOT see her coming.
She definitely did not have her
blue light on and there was no
siren," King said ."lthappened so
fast that I did not have time to put
on my brakes."

Manual review committee
plans meet with Ferguson
BY SANDRA Wf{)GHT

Oracle. Staff Writer
Three former student members
of the ad hoc committee
reviewing the proposed State
Security Manual will sit in on
Monday's committee meeting
when members plan to request a
meeting with Chester Ferguson,
chairman of a Board of Regents
rBORl committee reviewing the
manual.
" I am now in the process of
scheduling a meeting with Mr.
Ferguson's committee and a
subcommittee from our committee, " Dr. Charles Arnade,
committee chairman, sa id .

ARNADE SAID he plans to
appoint a subcommittee composed of a staff member Phyllis
Marshall, a faculty member,
(himself) and a student (Bill
Davis) . He said he will schedule
the meeting after he submits the
committee's comments on the
manual.
However , Davis said he will
attend the meeting and join the
subcommittee "as a representative of SG" and not as an ad hoc
member because he objects to
committee selection.
"I will not belong to a ha nd
picked committee." Da vis said.
AT MONDA Y'S com mitt ee

Michael King, who owned the
car his brother was driving, sai'd
the vehicle was totalled in the
accident.
Kerry King said he required
treatment at University Community Hospital for an eye injury
he received when his head hit the
steering wheel on impact.
KING SAID HE was taken to
the hospital in an ambulance
where he received x-rays, twelve
stitches and later, plastic surgery
amounting to $230 to date. King
says he has at least one more
appointment with his plastic
surgeon .
The accident was investigated
by a Florida Highway Patrol
officer.
PREHLE SAID Reutter had
been suspended from the force
for two weeks, and that she had
elected to take a week's vacation
following the end of that
suspension .
King maintains Reutter was
using no warning devices of any

kind, and that she turned on the
flashing light after the accident
to warn other motorists approaching the crash site.
PREHLE SAID a police officer
must obey the same traffic rules
as other citizens and can only
proceed against the light in cases
of emergency or pursuit while
using all warning devices and
extreme caution ..
Prehle agrees Reutter failed to
follow those directives but
maintains that Reutter was
"running under the blue light."
''Her suspension resulted from
the fact that she had failed to
notify the sergeant at the station
that she was using the warning
light." Preble said.
THE SECOND reason for her
suspension was, according
to
Preble, that she had not used
proper caution in running the red
light.
The desk sergeant on duty last
night said Reutter was "in
Pennsylvania" and not available
for comment.

meeting , Arnade said the group
will review all members'
criticisms, which were compiled
yesterday by members Marshall
and Paula Cunningham, with the
aid of University Police Chief
Jack Prehle .
"I am not a member of the
committee and I am not exerting
pressure on them, I am acting as
an adviser on state statutes "
said Preble.
'
Preble said he wiil not attend
Monday's mee ting but will send
Lt. Charles Wilson "as an advisory source."
ALHERT HARTLEY. vice
Continued on Page 11

Environmentalists, county
officials seek drainage ideas
BYOracle
BILL NOTTINGHAM
Staff Writer
County officials will m ee t
env ironm e ntali s ts today to
consider alternatives to the s tatea pproved plan to run storm
dr a inage
from a private
development into a USF lake.

Schedules
available
Fall Class Schedules are
available in ADM 264 and
the UC.
Computer
registration
for Fall begins Monday
when s tud e nts pick up
course r eq uest form s
accord ing to the schedule
li sted on page 17 in the
Class Schedule book .

[

an a. ys ·i!]s
1

Hoger Wilkins, a Hill sborough
Co unty
Environmental
Protection
,\g e ncy (EPA l
biologist, will
m ee t
USF
professors Dr ..John Betz and Dr.
Bruce Cow ell. and Co unt y
Engineer Dayne Piercefield.
Piercefield has been instructed
by the County Comm iss ion to
meet with environmentalists and
developers to arriv e at a n
"agreeable " a lt ern a ti vl'.
ENV I HON l\'I ENT/\ LISTS
s trongl y object to the Co m mi ss ion 's current plan, approved
last week by th e sta te Cabirwt. on
grounds that environmental
fa c t.ors were not fully cons idered.

EPA Director Hoger Stewart
'>2. id drainage would pollute and
eventually kill the lake . Jcining
Stewart was state Internal Im·
provement Fund Director Joel
Kuperberg who advised the
Cabinet against the plan .
U.S. Hom e
Corp. and
Wedgewood Apartments own
land north of the lak e, and most
oft he dr;1 ina ge would originate at
their devel opm ent:- . They would
pay jointly for a ll dra inage costs.
TllE l'Ol' NT\"S c urrent plan,
s upport ed by Piercefield but
objected to by environmentalists.
would pipe drainage directly into
the lak e. Estimated cost of the
pl a n is $t:rn.ooo. to be paid by
developers -- U.S. Hom e and
Wedgewood -- who have said th ey

Everybody loves it

Continut•ll on Pagt' 11

. .. and 'it' is registration. See Story, Page 6.
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US balance of trade in black

WASHINGTON WPll - The
United States achieved its first
trade surplus in 19 months in
April as the value of exports
exceeded imports by $196 million.
the Commerce Department
reported Thursday.
It was the second straight
month of dramatic improvement
in foreign trade. Despite two
dollar devaluations designed to
make exports more competitive
abroad and imports more exconAmerican
pensive for
sumers, the trace . balance has
been in the red for the past year
and a half.

Prime interest up
NEW YORK <UPil - A major
segment of the banking industry,
Chase Manhattan,
led by
Thursday boosted the prime
interest rate to 71/ 1 per cent from
7 per cent. The prime rate is the
interest rate charged by a bank to
its major borrowers.

Launch today
CAPE KENNEDY <UPil
Engineers completed last-minute
modifications of contraptions
designed to cure the problems of
America's Skylab space station
Thursday and cleared the way
for three astronauts to blast off
Friday on an unprecedented
space repair mission.

,.W 0 r Id

Veteran Astronaut Charles
"Pete" Conrad and first-time
space travelers Dr. Joseph P.
Kerwin and Paul J . Weitz were
scheduled to be launched at 9
a .m. EDT Friday .

news
britrs

.

mander-in-Chief of the Greek
Armed Forces foiled a planned
Navy mutiny to hijack three
ships and broadcast antigovernment propaganda from

The eight predominantly white
universities in the state system
also must be made more attractive to students of a disadvantaged background.

Power plentiful
TALLAHASSEE CUPl)--Unless
there is a major breakdown in a
big generating plant, Floridians
can look forward to having
enough ele<;tricity to keep cool
through the summer, the Public

(UPil -

***

Mutiny foiled
InCUP!)
ATHENS
competence of the plotters and
decisive action by the Com-

Service Commission CPSC)
reported Thursday.
In a memorandum by Joe
Jenkins, the PSC senior electrical
engineer, reserve margins as of
May 1 for peninsular Florida
were estimated at 2,119
megawatts for June, a margin of
17.7 per cent above the projected
need.

Proof of insurance
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)
After Jan. 1, 1974, every motorist
having his car inspected will
have to prove at the same time
that he has auto insurance. Gov.
Reubin Askew signed the bill
Wednesday.

Budget passes
Pitting education against social services, the
House Thursday approved a $2.275 billion budget
heavily weighted with education money to be
compromised with the Senate's higher funding for
·
health and rehabilitative programs.
With Republicans warning of higher taxes next
year, the House voted 85-34 for the bill, boosting
state spending $285 million over the current level.

MIAMI <UPIJ--Frank Martin,
already under indictment as the
key figure in the wiretap investigation of alleged corruption
of Dade County officials, was
arrested again Thursday along
with six other men.
In a surprise move, Special
Prosecutor James Russell of
Pinellas County, filed a 27-count
direct information against the
seven men. Martin was booked
into the Dade County jail on three
courts

Student loans
TALLAHASSEE (UPl)---The
House passed a bill Thursday
increasing the maximum state
education loan to university
students from $1,200 to $1,800. It
now goes to the Senate.

12 year old rights?
The Senate refused Thursday to let 12-year-olds
accompany their parents to horse tracks even as
nonbetting, nondrinking fans .
"This is a beautiful sport--the sport of kings--but
we're the only state in the nation that won't allow
children to see it," said Senate Minority Leader
David C. Lane, R-Fort Lauderdale. "There are
beautiful things to see."

The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
period mid-June through August, by the ·university of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave .. Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida. Address correspondence lo The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to
regulate the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn •way copy if
considers objection~bl~.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are

available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, age or national origin.
portunity Employer.

***

Rep. Lucien Nedzi, D-Mich.,
called three officals of the CIA
to explain why the letters -which have been traced to
Watergate conspirator James

TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - Saying "it's not holy to The Senate has approved a $2.265 billion budget, $10
keep 1mmeone alive as a vegetable," Miami . million less than the House version.
physician-legislator Walter Sackett steered to
Cypress purchase
House passage Thursday a bill allowing healthy
Thursday voted 106-10 for a bill
House
The
Fforidians to execute documents so they won't be
Big Cypress Swamp near the
designating
kept alive by artificial means if they become ter~
Everglades as an "area of critical state concern"
_
minally ill.
"I'm optimistic about its chances in the Senate," and authorizing the state to start acquiring the land.
Portions of the vital water resource area would be
Dr .. Sackett, D-Miami, told newsmen, despite the
with $40 million from the $240 million Enbought
difficulty of getting any highly controve: 3ial item
vironmental Land Bond Issue approved by state
through in the final week of a ·session.
voters in a referendum last November.

...

Campora, hand-picked candidate of former President Juan
D. Peron who was overthrown by
a military coup in 1955, swept the
March 11 Presidential elections ,
the first in 10 years.

McCord -- did not surface
until two days ago.

Headquarters because they
were assured it was "a matter
of national security."

***

Euthanasia passes House

Partly
Hot and wet.
sunny with a 30 per cent
chance of rain throughout
the day. The low will be in
the low 70s with the high in
the upper 80s to low 90s.

BUENOS AIHES WPIJ
Argentina 's military junta turns

officials testified
CIA
Wednesday they forgot to tell
Congress or the agency's
P.
James
director,
Schlesinger, about anonymous
warnings they received that
the White House was trying to
pin blame on the ageHcy for
the Watergate Scandal.

The legislature

weather

Military relinquishes

over the reins of this troubled
country to the people's choice .
Peronist Hector ,J. Campora.
Friday with mass celebrations
expected lo last well into the next
day .

Vice takes toll
Earl
LONDON <UPI)
Jellicoe, Lord Privy Seal and
Leader of the House of Lords,
Thursday, shaking the
quit
government with its second topIevel resignation in Britain's
most sensational sex , security
and drugs scandal in a decade.
Jellicoe, 55, admitted "some
casual affairs" with "a ring of
call girls." Prime Minister
Edward Heath told Parliament
four hours after Jellicoe's
resignation that no national
security had been breached but
that he had ordered a further
investigation.

FAM U desegregation ordered
r
Martin arrested
news
if lorida briefs

TALLAHASSEE <UPll--Florida has been told it must
make the curriculum at
predominantly-black Florida
A&M University more attractive.
to white students or face the
possible loss of $70 million a year
in federal funds to higher
education.

the high seas, the government
said Thursday.
Government spokesman Vyron
Stamatopoulos said the mutiny
had been planned for Wednesday
morning by two retired admirals
and " a number of mi sled officers
counted on the fingers of one
hand."

The University is an

affirmative action Equal Op-

FBI
Acting
Former
Director L. Patrick Gray
warned President Nixon on
.July 6, 1972, that White House
aides "are trying to mortally
wound you" by involving the
CIA and FBI in a coverup of
the Watergate Scandal,
Senate Investigators said
Thursday.
Sen . John McClellan, DArk., told reporters after
nearly four and one half hours
of Senate testimony by Gray
that the former FBI chief
communicated his warning to
the President by telephone.

BUDGET
TAPES AND
RECORDS
LOTS OF LP'S

ALW~YS

$2.99'LIKE:

Su per Session
12 Dreams of Sardonicus
Loggins & Messina--Sitting In
Boz Scaggs
It's A Beautiful Day
Marrying Maiden
Beck-Ola and Truth
5 early DYLAN titles
Blue Oyster Cult--lst LP
8 early BYRDS titles
Jam es Gang Rides Again
Mayall: Turning Point & USA
3 Wishbone Ash titles
POCO: 1st LP & Delivering
Johnny Winter: And & And Live
4 FIRESIGN THEATER LP titles
... and a hundred other LP titles

for only

$2.99
USF

Fowler Ave.
Normandy
Park

New--7
Brnwn Shopping
Ct:nter

<

y.

HERE!!

Just follow the Map

10944
N. 56th Street
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Wome n's Cente r propo sed-BY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer
A Women's Center at USF may
become a reality if the Ac!·
ministration approves an SG
proposal to
office space lef•
vacant when Student En·
tertainment and Activitie~
Council <SEAC) moves.
"I just hope they recognize that
44 per cent of the people on this
campus are women, and there's
no central nerve center where
they can get theinformation they
need," said Kerry Kennedy, SG
coordinator of Women's Affairs.

use

','I'M NOT ·against establishing
a Women's Center on campus,"
said Dr. Joe Howell, vice

president for Student Affairs,
"but this space they're
requesting is in great demand."
"What I want to do is to get all
the proposals together and find
out which ones will benefit the
most students," he added.

What Kennedy proposes is a
place where women can come to
get advice on sex discrimination,
self-defense and rape, plan
programs or pick up feminist
literature:
"DISSEMINATION of in-

formation is the whole basis of
the proposal," she said, adding,
"the most important thirig is to
have women·students controlling
the center."
Independent of SG, some
women were solioiting signatures

The new tenant of vacated
SEAC office space will be named
next week, according to Carol
Spring, Greek adviser for Student
Organizations .
"There is a petition being
circulated by Kerry Kennedy,
SG secretary of Women's Affairs,
to use the office for a Women's

Studies group," Spring said.
'That's what I would like to see it
used for."
Spring said other organizations
interested in the space include
Flying Club, It and Veteran's
Awareness Council.
"They won't tell us everybody
who is interested," Spring said.

Other plans · recommend the
office be made into a listening
room, according to Spring.
A student. advisory committee
has been named and will make
their recommendation to Pres.
Mackey and the Space Committee next week.

UC Lost and Found items
waiting for their owners
.

Your best friend's apartment?
..• No, it's just the Lost and Found office at the UC.

BY RICHARD URBAN
Oracle Staff Writer
Textbooks, eyeglasses, garments, wallets with money in
them, purses, watches and
jewelry, briefcases, ID's and
meal passes, room keys and slide
rules--just a few of the items in
the UC lost and found.
"I've got enough textbooks
alone to make a small fortune
during the buy-back period at the
bookstore," Cyndee Lumley, UC
desk receptionist and lost and
found keeper, said.
BUT MANY items are never
returned to their owners, because
no one comes in to claim them,
she said .
In the past, lost and found
would keep the items for one
year, then give them to the
Women's Club which would sell
them at a flea market, donating
the profits to the University
scholarship foundation, Lumley
said.
"State law, I think, says we
must keep the items for 30 days,"
Dave
Pulliam,
assistant
operation director of the UC,

Enlargem ent of UP facilities
planned to serve public better'
1

Plans are now being made to
expand University Police <UP>
facilities "to serve the public
better," according to UP Chief
Jack Preble.
Plans approved by the Space
Committee show the UP building
will be enlarged by 21 feet on the
south and 27 feet east and west,
with the entrance relocated to the

parking lot side of the building.
The new entrance, according to
Preble, was proposed because
people now must walk around the
building to enter and "this is
rather inconvenient in rain or hot
sun ."
The new main office (where
business is conducted l will be
moved to the southeast side and

lmpoundme nt of funds
won't harm med school
Nixon Administration impoundment of funds will have
li.ttle effect on the USF medical
school, Dr. Donn Smith, dean of
the College of Medicine, said.
In a recent United Press International story, officials at
George
Washington
and
Georgetown University medical

DUS sets
briefing
The
Division
of
University Studies WUSJ
will present a briefing on
the
new
com pu tcr
registration for Qtr. t al 2
p.m . Monday in LAN JO:l.
DUS adviser Ucrnard
Mackey will offer an
overview of proc1!sses
involved in I.he ucw
registration system.

schools said unless overdue funds
are released, they would be
forced to stop admitting medical
students. Georgetown University
has already rel eased some
faculty mernhcrs from its
medical and dcnlul school:i .
"Some of the older schools
have build up many programs
with federal funds involving
faculty
lines and
many
programs. They will be hurt by
the fund cut-off," Smith said.
USF Medical School is only
dependent on federal funds for
research, Smith said.
The
federal construction grant has
already gone through, so a cutoff would not affect that.
"Fortunately, we're young
enough that any cul in fedenil
funds wouldn't cause us to cease
operations," Smith said.

the present office will .be converted to three cubicles and
"work space."
An additional telephone line
will also be installed so callers
will be able to contact UP more
quickly. Three lines for outgoing
UP calls will be installed "so they
will not tie up incoming calls,"
Preble said .
Prehlesaidheisalsoplanning
to install a rotary file for parking
decals so they can be located "a
lotquicker."Hesaidhefeelsthi s
will make things "quicker and
more convenient."
Walter Bertosi, Physical
Planning consultant, said plans
have been· approved and construction bids wiil be opened.
soon.

.

"I've got enough textbooks to make ·a small
fortune during the buyback period at the
bookstore."
--Cyndee Lumley
said. "But we like to keep them
longer than that."
HE SAID lost and found has
items now from Qtr. 2 and 3.
Items turned in prior to Qtr. 2
were given to the Women's Club
which auctioned them off.
.
Pulliam said, "There seems to
be several places on campus
where things might be kept--they
don;t always end up here."
He said the University is in the
process of developing a policy

designating the UC lost and found
as the only place to turn in and
claim lost articles.
"ONCE .THE policy evolves,
we'll probably go to some type of
advertising so people can claim
lost items," Pulliam said.
Lumley said the highest return
percentage is on ID's, because
they have names on them. Room
keys and meal passes are also
easy to return. But most other
items turned in have no identification on them at all.
She suggested students "put
their names on everything. They
can also include their student
number, address, and phone
number. This will help a lot."
If you have lost anything, check
with Cyndee at the UC desk or
call 974-2635 and ask for lost a·nd
found.

Natura l
Scienc e
Major s
Q ua rt er I
•
Computeriz
ed
Reg1s
• t ra t•ion In f ormat•ion

10 to 2 Mon. Through Friday
In front of Science Center
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(letters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classification and telephone
number.
Letters should be typewritten
triple spaced.
The editor
reserves the right to edit or
shorten letters.
Letters
received by noon will be considered for publication the
following day.
Mail boxes are located in the
UC and Library for letters to
the Editor.
This public document was
promulgated at an eonnual cost of
$147,208.4~ or !le pr!· copy , to
diss<>minall' lll'WS to thr students .
s!?ff and fa cull~· of th<> l lnivn<:ity
of South Florida. <F udy ve1· cent
of the per issue cost is offset by
ad\'ertising revenue.)

fu.nds tight and
With funds getting tight, USF has to
pull the belt buckle a notch tighter and
hope the situation improves next year.
In a situation such .as this, The Oracle
feels it would be better to have a few
healthy programs instead of numerous
programs, all budgeted below efficiency.
A 'major area apparently headed for
some big cutbacks is the already
scantily funded athletic program. And
the question is not whether money
should go to athletics or academics, but
rather which sectors of the athletic

must fall

(Editorials & Commentary)
program should be cut back in funding.
IF THE AXE must fall, The Oracle
feels it imperative that the funds not be
cut from spectator sports that involve
and entertain large sectors of the
University community but should instead be cut from the marginal sports
which offer few opportunities for additional participants and draw few
spectators.

A secondary but valid consideration
should be the impact or recognition
the USF sports programs have outside
the University community .
The basketball team averaged 2,080
spectators per game, was telecast both
by WFLA Radio and Teleprompter
Cable Television and received
extensive coverage from the state press,
including Bay area television stations . .

Let's use voting block power
Editor:
I have just come from the hearing_of
the Hillsborough County Commissioners on the USF lake issue. The
most noticeable fact was the absence of
Mr. Stewart, the county environmentalist · whci supposedly supports .t he USF side of the issue and Dr.
Cowell, the USF ecologist who was
supposedly teaching a class at that
time. If the ecologists cannot get
enough interest in an issue such as this
as to appear for 20 minutes before the
county officials, then we have indeed
lost the case before it can get to first
base.
WHEN THE environmentalists have
to . r~ly on . a biology student and a
microbiology teacher for our defense
when experts such as. Dr. Cowell and
. Mr. · Stewart are available, then we
might as well give .up before.we begin.
I would ·like to commend Dr. . Be ti
and the biology students who tried in an
admirable manner to turn the tables on
the dollar-minded <little Watergate?)
establishment.
We should remind ourselves that
even if half the population of USF can
get together on .a n issue it can be a
voting block ,of approximately 10,000
votes. This cari put enough letters on
the desks in Tallahassee to start im~achment procedures against corrupt

(lttters)
or inefficient local elF~cted officials or
University officials.
VERY POSSIBLY we can put a
representative on the county or city
We have a lot of power
board.
available. I think it is time that we
begin to utilize it.
John Surinchak

Moonlighting .helps
Editor:
As a taxpayer of Hillsborough County
and a student, I refer to the Tampa
Tribune's May 12 article "Auditor Raps
Practices in Universities Report"
concerning Auditor General Ernest
Ellison.
Many -; hear of the
"moonlighting'' charges against
university professors, but 'few hear
from the students--the ones supposedly
suffering due to our professor's activities.
The "moonlighting" term has a
connotation implying the professors are
out for themselves. My experiences
indicate the exaci opposite. The vast
majority of professors who offer their
services as professional consultants do

so exemplifying the · highest ethical
standards of service to their client.
THE RESULTS of the consultations
are several. As the company improves
its productivity by following the consultant's guide, the company grows in
prosperity. As it grows, more workers
are employed thereby benefiting the
entire Tampa area <witness the low
area unemployment rate.)
But what about the student? After all
doesn't USF exist to serve the students
who in turn graduate to serve their
community through the productivity
that they lend to their own professions?
The accusation by the Auditor General
is that consulting professors may not
serve the students as they should. The
contrary is true, however.
As a
student, I don't want to graduate with
textbook knowledge but an inability to
apply it. As professors consult, they
learn, and as they learn, their students
learn. The professors are able to b'r ing
into the classroom examples of practical applications of our textbook
knowledge. This is invaluable!
Thus, the community prospers twofold: directly as a result of the
professors' direct. aid to companies,
and indirectly through a better quality
student--the employe of tomorrow--one
taught theoretical as well as practical
knowledge.
Mike Mard

The USF baseball team also rece1vea
coverage by area papers, and game
scores were carried by most arf!a radio ·
and TV stations, in addition to regular
attendance of over 125 spectators per
game for the 29 home games. Soccer
was covered by all downtown media
outlets and averaged well over 500
spectators per game.
THESE SPORTS are team events,
appeared on campus with far greater
frequency than golf, tennis or swimming competition. The latter sports,
though composed of dedicated and
competitive USF athletes, have had
poor spectator draw and offered approximately 50 per cent less opportunities, at best, for students to
attend .
Therefore, if the competitive sport
budget must be cut, The Oracle feels
the funds should come from the tennis,
golf and swimming teams--even at the
expense of eliminating those teams.
The intramural program, with its
high participatory value, must not be
cut or under-budgeted and the spectator sports should have the potential to
achieve the highest quality possible.
IT SHOULD be obvious that USF is
not destined to be a major athletic
power, nor is it clear that such a
reputation is desirable. Yet athletic
prowess and reputable teams to
provide an entertainment outlet for
students and an atmosphere supposedly
conducive to additional alumni support.
These facets of competitive collegiate
sports are desirable.
Since the budgets to be cut come from
student fees, The Oracle feels sports
that benefit the most students should be
supported.
The small, unattended
sports should either be dropped or
reduced to club level. If possible,
remaining athletic scholarship funds
should be consolidated to field competive teams in the ares of highest
student interest.
If USF is to be involved in athletic
competition, we should strive for excellence. to field athletic teams at less
than top level support is unfair to the
athletes recruited and counter to the
"strive for excellence" attitude · that
sports are supposed to nurture.
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Wright missed point; sprinkle rs didn't
Editor:
· The Ora de art.i<:I<." ,m th<'. t 1 l'1'
Program (May :N \ h i< :,; <·hm<' :rn i n·
justice to the L'niv<.":r-si ty a dministrnti,rn
of which they are noi dt>Serving . The
article is also emharas.s.ing to me. TM
manv mistakes were made to let this
matter stand as it is . A few " rea.i facts··
are as follow:s:
1. The article suggest:s the grant
supported all the staff. This is not true .
My line item has been supported by the
University for three years . The grant
has not contributed one cent to my
salary support.
2. WE FORESEE no "financial
troubles facing OCT" in the sense that
we anticipate less funding for expenses
and student assistance in the future
than in the past. There have been no
bad " vibes" about budget at all and this
was clear to Ms. Wright.
3. Our concern for the future is very
simple, but Ms. Wright missed the
point altogether . Our only possible
future problem concerns a line item to
provide for a professi·onal person to
continue. in addition to me , after the
grant expires Ju.11e 30, and a secretarial
line which we have never had. Perhaps
Ms. Wright does not understand the
distinction between funds provided in
budget for expenses and staff support
and line items allocated the university
and, in turn , to departments .
4. We also wondered why it was
stated we had only one professional
staff member th.is year when she
quoted both Ms. Bara bra Hofer and me
(generally incorrectly ) which makes
two.
SINCE THE article was initiated by
i'l'!.s. Wright and considered what I
believe are sensitive matters , I
specifically requested her article not be
controversial in nature . I believe she
fell quite short of comply ing with this
request. It certainly was sensational
journalism .
However , OCT needs
support , not sensationalism.

[letters)
Tht- OCT Program
has gained
nationa l prominence ; University of·
ficials have been enthusiastic in their
support: and all system are "go" on
OCT. Our only concern is about the
University taking up the slack on line
items supported by the grant (again ,
not mine ) when the grant expires on
June 30. The article could have done us
a great service if it could have ac-

<1ttd sensitively concerned
its<.'lf with this point which is what I
thought the telephone interview was
about in the first place.
l'Urntd y

D. Keith Lupton, Director
Off-Campus
Term
Program

Editor :
I would like to m ake a small request
of the grounds m aintemmc.<: people
concern ing the s-pr inkler;; on lhe m a in
entrance road of our cam pus.
MY ."1·1AJO.R compla int is that m any

of the sprinklers do not water the grass
but sprinkle the road and passing
motorists.
I drive a small convertible sports
car. On a nice day I like to put the top
down and I do not take kindly to. being
attacked by a misguided sprinkler. It
couldn 't be too difficult to point the
sprinklers toward the grass and not the
road .
With all the water problems we 're
having nowadays it would be nice to see
water ·on the s;rass instead of me.
Jeff Mayer
2 zoo

~·
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SO MUCH FOR Pl-iASE ONS-BRtNG ON PHASelWO!"

EI_ton John-Don't Shoot Me

Latest Wishbone Ash

Daltrey

BUDGET TAPES AND RECORD S

SALE
THESE 6 LP'S

Speedy Keen

Latest Mose Jones

$3.59
Righteous selection
Most LP's
Most tapes
Lots of LP's

Just follow the Map
USF

$3.99
$4.99
AL~' AYS

$2.99

Fowler Ave.

YES
WE HAVE

Normandy
Pork

New~
Brown ShoppinQ
Ct.nter

(

HERE!!

10944 N. S61.h Street

We Still Ain't Got Ne !Jand

'lhe Per.tua.sions
'We Still Ain't
~ot No aattd.

(;HJCAGO TICI(ETS!!!
Hrs~

12 noon-9pm.

MCI\
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Registration
..,slow, smooth

Ham operator Lou Richardson
... warms up WB4BNH, the USF
Amateur Radio Club's station call

Oracle photo by Gary Lantrip

letters. The club is planning a field
day in June.

Superman's 35th birthday
METROPOLIS, Ill. (UPI) -Superman, fearless crusader for
truth, justice and the American
way, will be feted tonight at a
35th birthday celebration in the
town that adopted him .
Since the comic book do-gooder
hails from the Planet Krypton,
naturally they're billing the
affair the "first birthday party .
for an alien."
BUT METROPOLIS has taken
Superman to its heart, and the
birthday party is -0nly a prelude
for bigger things to come.

played by the Ft. Campbell (Ky .)
"Screaming Eagles" waft across
the Ohio River, the "amazing
world of Superman" exhibition
center will be opened to the
public.

Clark Kent's newspaper .
A
locally
organized
group,
Metropolis Recreation Inc.,
negotiated
with
National
Periodical Publications Inc ., of
New York, owner of Superman

This Southern Illinois town of
7,000 persons adopted Superman
Jan. 21, 1972. City fathers say it's
the only place the world named
Metropolis--the name of the
imaginary city in which
Superman, masquerading as
mild-mannered reporter Clark
Kent, performed his good deeds.

rights, for permission to present
the world's largest collection of
Superman memorabilia-including the world's largest
mural of Superman, a model of
Superboy's home and "Kryptonite exhibits . ' ~

THE LOCAL newspaper, the
Metropolis News, changed its
name to the Metropolis Planet,

Saturday, as 1,000 helium-filled
balloons are released and the last
notes of the national anthem

Homeward bound loads
lightened at flea market
Students interested in participating should contact Herman, 6360, or Bev Hoper, 6303.

Dorm students are lightening
·the loads they have to lug home
for the summer, and a flea
market will sell the sui·plus
Sunday from noon to 7 p.m. in
Argos Mall.
The Flea Market, sponsored by
the Argos Program Council, will
·offer items given up by dorm
students. Everyone is welcome
to buy.
· A car, bicycles, records,
stereos, clothing, books and craft
· items will be available during the
day and ata 3 p.m .. auction .
Harley Herman of the program
council said the Flea Market may
become a quarterly event.

:

I ufriends & Neighbors" ;
I
• Thursday, Friday, Saturday :
I
I
FREE BEER
I
Thars. & m.

I
I

I

8:30 - 9:00 p.m.

•

I
I
1

I
I
I

Mi Back Yard I•
2

DOS.

La Mancha Dos was designed as an
alternative for students with no taste for
dormitory rooms but without the budget to
afford high rates of most conventional
apartments either

*

LOW COST

$67 .00-$90.00 per month. That should be less
than even a dormitory.

*PRIVACY

Bedroom-study to yourself. Sleep when
you want, study when you want, decorate
and use as you want.

WANTS YOU!!!!!!!!! ! !

*ROOMINESS

Fully equipped all- electric kitchen,
separate dining room. spacious living
room two full bathrooms, patios
overlooking beautiful
courtyards.

Summertime positions will be available commencing June 1.

'i:z.PLUSHNESS

Thick shag carpet wall- . to-wall, classy Barcelona-style furniture, luxury accomodations
throughout.

Here are a few of the.areas which might interest
you:
Waitresses
Busboys
Custodians-Housekeeping
Night Utility
If you are interested, please apply in person at
the personnel office, CAROLANDO MOTOR
INN, at the intersection of I-4 and State Road 192,
15 mikes southwest of Orlando, or submit your
resume' to:
Director of Personnel
CAROLANDO MOTOR INN
P.O. Box 1768
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

mffes South of Busch :
on 40th St.

The College of Business
reported "no problems" and no
classes were closed.
A
Behavioral Science student
assistant sa.id sign-up had been
"very slow" and again no classes
were closed.

LAMAKCBA

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS
5 Lines $1.00
EXT. 2620

THE COURSE, dropped this
quarter as a requirement and
offered on an elective basis, deals
with three major areas, "The
Future of Man," "Practical
Social Issues" and "Focus on the
Individual."
"Most students are signing up
for Practical Social Issues, but
we have the most sections of
that," she said.

AN ALTERNATIVE

Superman will be on h'and, of
course, to greet and talk to
youngsters ,and already the
promoters have booked visits by
children of seven elementary
schools .

LAN 172

cashiers were open and only two
or three students were in line at
each. The fee assessment desk
reported they had "no lines at
all."
Approximately two dozer.
people signed up for the only
YOU course, Issues in Music.
More students signed up for
CBS 401 <Senior Seminar) than
was expected, said Martha Bond,
secretary for Dr. Russell Cooper,
course co-ordinator.

*WALK TO USF : We are located 1 bfock from USF. You
don't need a car to get to classes if you
live at La Mancha Dos.

·---------1
i
Appearing This Week

BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer
Early registration yesterday
was "slow and smooth ," according to workers in several
registration areas.
"It has been real smooth and
we are running about half an hour
ahead of schedule," said Alfred
Crews, assistant registrar.
CREWS SAID about the same
number
of
people
were
registering this summer as in
past summers. ·
"However , early summer
registration is always slow
because many summer students
are teachers and they can't come
now because they are teaching,
so they register in June," Dennis
Goodwin, director of Records and
Registration, said. 'We'll expect
a fairly heavy turnout then ."
Few students signed up for the
cross
registration
with
Hillsborough Community
College, but the monitor said,
"HCC has been registering for
several days , and some students
have already signed up with them
before today ."
rEW LINES were reported at
any area in registration. J<,ive

I

*SOCIAL

LIF~:

"'i::rRECREATION

'tf BEAUTY

Planned parties at least once a month, grills
for barbecuing in each courtyard, all
residents young and single.·
By next fall there will be· two ·2-story
recreation buildings, 3 pools, sauna,
bi 11 i a rd s, exercise rooms, tennis,
basketball, volleyball,. pingpong, color
T.V. lounges,
meditation room.
Trees,
flowers, shrubbery
beauty outside. A place where the
outdoors can be enjoyed.

Reservations now hein~ accepted for next fall
and for this summer. Reduced rates for signing
early. Specific apb. reserw(l on bt "ome-lst
serYe basis.

LA MANCHA DOS APTS.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

,!. •• - - - - - - J. l.:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~·

1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
Phone 971-0100
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Oracle Staff Writer
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"Proper appeals procedures
would also protect a professor
from punitive actions by his
colleagues," Krimsky said,
adding, "It could protect unorthodoxy, which is sometimes
confused with incompetence."
"Collective bargaining, if used
effectively, could be another way
·(besides tenure) of guaranteeing
proper job security," said Dr.
Jack Moore, president of the local
chapter of American Association
Professors
University
of
<AAUP).
"THEY TEND to reinforce
each other and it would protect
professors from arbitrary
changes in policy, harassment by
colleagues over academic
freedom so that internal pressure
groups can't gain control and
pressure from politicians about
off-duty activities," he said.
Expanding on the last point,
Moore added he felt that policies
on outside income and jobs,
teaching loads and other conditions of employemnt are
"something the academic
community should determine."
Not all professors, however,
share these optimistic views
about collective bargaining's
possible effect upon tenure.
"COLLECTIVE bargaining
would weaken the future of
tenure," said Dr . Daniel
Rutenberg, chairman of the
Humanities Department, adding,
"Those people most in favor of
collective bargaining are least in
favor of tenure ."
While Rutenberg said he
doesn't necessarily see any
conflict between tenure ·and the
system of strict procedural
safeguards advocated by others,
including the opponents of

The proposed sec urity advisory
committee m embers will be
appointed "as soon as we get
names from Faculty Senate;'
according to Pres. Cecil Mackey .
Dr. Jesse Binford, Faculty
Senate chairman, said the Senate
will elect its nominees at Monday's meeting and forward them
then.
ALBERT HARTLEY, vice
president for Finance and Accounting, said all other groups
(Career Service Senate, Administrative and Professional
Council, and SG) have already
submitted their nominees.
although SG's list was revised
by Student Affairs.

tenure, he said he objects to their
definition of job security.
"I don't think an employer
should be required to retain an
employe only because he has not
violated any rules, because it's
almost impossible to prove incompetence," he said.
"I'M SUSPICIOUS of reactionary legislators who favor
collective bargaining and have
always wanted professors just to
be employes; they may have the
idea of getting · rid of tenure,
which they look upon as a plus,"
said Dr. Jesse Binford, chairman of the Faculty Senate.
"They may, on the other hand,
have to deal with a faculty union
and find it more of a problem
than they bargained for,'' he
added.
"Collective bargaining may
solve some of our problems, but it
will replace one bureaucracy
with another and I'm not sure it
will work, either," said Dr.
Sotirios Barber, assistant
professor of Political Science.
"ONE OF THE bad things
about unions is that they favor
majority positions with no
guarantee that the majority will
want to do the right thing for the
profession," he concluded.
In discussing tenure, it is clear
that one must be hired first
before tenure is even possible and
this has been the problem of
women and blacks, not only at
USF, but nationally .
"Hiring (of women) is a rather
sad story,'' said Dr. Maxine
MacKay, special assistant to the
president for Women's Affairs.
1972-73
THE
DURING
academic year, men were hired
over women by a ration of about 6
to 1, she said, adding the
University has the responsibility
to take affirmative action.

Dan Walbolt, assistant vice
president for Student Affairs,
said he substituted a student
not nominated by Bill Davis, SG
president, because he felt it
would make "a more appropriate
mix on the committee."
"Student Affairs is helping me
with students they feel are interested and have something to
contribute to the committee,"
Mackey said.
HOWEVER, Davis said he felt
Mackey was seeking "a vast
maze of rubber stamps," adding
he felt it was "abominable" that
students were selected by
Student Affairs rather than SG.
"It is a slap to the Faculty
Senate and to students," Davis
said, citing Faculty Senate's

recommendation that student
members be chosen by SG.
Hartley said all comments on
the committee draft are in except
SG's, and added Dr. Joe Howell,
vice president for Student Affairs, had requested SG's comments in April.
HOWEVER, Davis said he was
requested yesterday by Dan
Walbolt , assistant vice president
for Student Affairs, to comment
on the draft, and Davis said he
had received no earlier request .

"They argue that they can't
find qualified women, but my
answer to that is that they
haven't looked for them that
much, " she said, adding,
"There's a tendency to hire in the
same old way."
"The whole point is that when
they hire women, they're not
hiring them in the tenure-earning
ranks (assistant professor and
said.
MacKay·
above),"
"THIS IS quite a pattern and
this disturbs me very much," she
concluded.
Another pattern which disturbs
faculty women, especially those
who taught in the former College
of Basic Studies, is that some of
them are not getting tenure
because they lack a doctorate.
"We were hired for cheap as
faculty wives, and when I started
teaching full-time about three
years ago, no one at that point
said anything about getting a
doctorate," said Judy Ochshorn,
assistant professor of Women 's
Studies.
"IT'S A genuine issue that it's
harder for women to go back for
doctoral work --we just can't
leave our families," she said,'
adding, "In the past, everything
worked against women getting a
PhD."

. "The PhD requirement is more
a policy than a rule," MacKay
said, adding, "Tenure used to be
automatic, now it's an honor ."
tenure,
to
In addition
promotion is an issue for women,
MacKay said.
"SOME WOMEN are ranked
below their male counterparts
and there's only one woman full
professor outside the College of
Education, which contains about
half of USF 's 109 women
faculty," she said.
"Our general aim is have the
approximate percentage of
women PhD's teaching here as
there are in the field," she concluded.
Tenure is not an immediate
concern among black faculty at
the moment since most of USF's
19 black professors won't be up
for tenure for another three
years, said Woody Trice, special
assistant for Minority Affairs .
Hiring, however, is.
"THIS YEAR should give us a

"Walbolt told me he had looked
through his files and found no
indication that he had ever asked
SG to review the committee draft
prior to now," Davis said.
Howell could not be reached for

7

comment.
DAVIS SAID he will recommend two committees be
established: one as a grievance
and policy advisory group and a
second to interview University
Police applicants.
However, Mackey said he felt
the committee "should deal early
with general criteria, but I fe~l
that is somewhat different from
them interviewing the actual
candidates."
Davis said Mackey's comments represented "a stall," ' and
he objected to the proposed
committee structure because it is
"too vague."
Mackey said he will make all
final committee decisions and
appointments.

truer indication of the affirmative action the University is
going to take," he said.
department
said
Trice
chairmen and deans will have to
"do what's necessary to get more
blacks," including offering
higher salaries than a similar
white applicant would command.
"As long as black professors
aren;t paid any more than anyone
else in the department, this would
be okay," he said.
RELATIVELY low black
enrollments at USF reflect the
scarcity of black faculty, and it
will be difficult to increase one
without increasing the other,
Trice said.
"You can deal with the parts
separately, but eventually you're
going to gave to deal with it as a
whole," he said, adding, "The
University has to demonstrate an
interest in minorities before it
will move ahead ."
Next : What is the alternative to
tenure?

~~
....,,-1~,,.-~~
~
311 2 n. florrda ave. .
7034 w. hillsborough
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OUR DELIC ATESS IN IS NOW
OPEN SO YOU CAN ENJOY OUR
DELI MEATS AT HOME
DRAFT BEER
GAME ROOM
DELI SANDW ICHES
WINE AND CHEESE SHOP
OLD ENGLIS H ATMOS PHERE

J/:CIJ -/~ '"

Pll. •..u1oz:z

1.x:oo -"-· flo

PUB
WINE SHOP
11 :OOAM-1 :OOAM
11 :OOA~Vl-7:00PM
4970 Busch Blvd.
(next to A&P)
985-2013
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Student film fest
Hcvcnge, death and nonrcality
arc the themes ex1>lored by Mass
Communications film sec1ucnce
majors in the third annual
Student Film Festival.

.g
t

f'

Four films will be shown today
and Saturday at 7 and 9 : 30 p.m. in
ENA.
Robert Hancock and Michael
Norton recreate the Edgar Allen
Poe classic with "Masque," left.
Ed McGraw and Steve HackI
barth 's surrealistic images are
captured in "The Image Maker,"
right.
Below, Scott Shelly and Darryl
Shepherd's "Afterwards• examines life after a nuclear
holocaust.
An often -ignored hitchhiker
strikes back in Robert Nickerson
and Randy Lovely's "The
Vengeant," bottom.
A private awards ceremony
will be held Sunday.
A $1 donation will be asked to
go towards film scholarships.

,.

NIVERSITY

BICYCLE

...

Asolo group
to present
opera spoof
The Asolo State Theatre will
present its first full-scale musical
comedy, "Little Mary Sunshine,"
today for a protracted run in the
State Theatre's professional
· rotatin~ repertory through Sept.
2 at 8:15 p.m.
"Little Mary Sunshine" is an
operatic spoof · which incorporates the folk heroes of the
. brave and clean warrior and the
sweet and simple virgin to portray a simple world in which good
triumphs over evil and love
conquers all.
THE PRODUCTION will be
guest-directed by Peter J.
Saputo, past Asolo performer and
currect director of the acting
program at Florida State
University.
Rick Besoyan directed and
wrote the script, lyrics and music
for "Little 'Mary Sunshine."
which _is set in 1902 and which
began its two-year run in New
York in 1959.
Reservations may be made at
Maas Brothers in Westshore
Plaza, St. Pete and Clearwater or
by calling the Asolo Box Office
at (813) 355-2771. Tickets are
from $2.90 to $5.90 .
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Oracle photo by Randy Lovely

"liOT TO GO" COMPLETE DINNERS

regul:;.pricel

&Oo/o OFF Iwith 3g~upon

The makers of CHEF BOY-AR-DEE dinner products
proudly invite you to try the newest concept in convenience
dining ... the "hot to go" COMPLETE DINNER. The idea is
new but the food is the same that makes Chef Boy-ar-dee
America's most popular producer of fine dinner foods. And
now that same TOP QUALITY food, piping hot and ready to
go, is available to you at your nearest Majik Market convenience store.
What you get - choice of 10 delicious entree selections, potato
or bean salad, dessert pie, plate, knife, fork, napkin ... But
most important you get "SATISFACTION of QUALITY
GUARANTEED" or your money will be refunded.

*

*

***

Th is coupon valid only at Majik Market store
at 20th Street and Fletcher Ave. (Next to
Domino's Pizza) . GOOD ONLY May 25, 26
and 27th ... Limit 1 per customer please.

FROM $1599
1970 VW Fastback sedan, 4spd, radio, heater
very low milage, stock no. 2109
1970 1137 Bug, radio, heater, 4spd, low milage
no. 2128
1972 VW 1131, radio, heater, no. 2139
1971 VW 1131, radio, heater, 4spd, no. 2205
1968 VW 1132, auto, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 2178
1972 7-passenger bus, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 4132-1
1971 Pop-top Camper, radio, heater, air cond,
save no. 3040-1
Our Used VW'1 Come Sli9htly New

LINDELL VOLKSWAGEN
3900 W. KENNEDY
PHONE 872-4841
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He had a 'nice career'

Harry Hurwitz talks about his seductio n
BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
Harry Hurwitz was seduced by
a camera.
Hurwitz, the director of the
film "The Projectionist," which
was screened on campus last

night, used to be a painter.
"I HAD a nice career," he said.
"But I got my first camera and
was seduced -- pure seduction
and I haven't been able to draw
since."
The husky, jovial m.'m, who

[! highlitts
TODAY
4 p.m ., Ch. 16 --The Performers
-- nostalgia music featuring The
Recorder Consort of Sun City
Center.
9 p.m ., Ch. 44 -- Baseball -Atlanta Braves vs. St. Louis
Cardinals.
11: 30 p.m., Ch. 10 -- In Concert
with Dr. John, Miles Davis ,
Albert King , Slade and Dan Hicks
and the Hot Licks.
11 :30 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Movie -Humphrey Bogart as an ex serviceman in post-war Tokyo
and his involvement in a plot to
smuggle war criminals into
Japan -- " Tokyo Joe."
11 :30 p.m. , Ch. 13 -- Movie -Steve McQueen in one of his first
roles stars in " The Blob."
1 a.m., Ch. 8 -- Midnight Spec ial
with Dr. John , the Staple Singers
and Gladys Knight and the Pips.
2:30a.m., Ch. 8-- Movie -- Gary
Cooper in "Good Sam" abou t a
good Samaritan whose efforts net
hardships for him.

SATURDAY
2:15 p .m., Ch. 8 -- Baseball -Chicago Cubs vs. Ci n ci nnati
Reds.
2:30 p .m ., Ch. 10 -- Movie -Preston Foster in "King of the
Wild Horses ."
5 p.m., Ch. IO -- Wide World of
Sports -- Gymnasts from the
People 's Republic of China
competing aga ins t
American
gymnasts a nd , the Daytona :ioo
Stock Car Race.
8 p.m., Ch. :i -- Movie -- l{obe rt.o
Rossellini 's "The Hi se of Louis
XIV," a film chronicling the life
of the "Sun King."

WUSF-TV show
hosts nostalgic
music program
Tel ev ision viewers will have a
cha nce to expe rienc e a program
of nosta lgic music when WUSF TV presents "The Perfor111ers ..
today at 4 p.m. and 9::!0 p .111 . on
Ch. 16.
The Recorder Consort Df Stm
City Ce nter, fea turin g Dr . Hans
Ne ub erger. Mia Neube r ger. Dr.
Maurice and Betty Whitney.
Dean f{andall anrl
Donna
Richards wi ll perform works of
the medieval, baroque anrl
renai ssance periods. A modern
wor k will a lso be presen!Prl.
The recorder. th e ances tor of
the modern flut e. disappeared
from orchestras about 17:10.
Interest in the instrum ent. was
revived about. 1925 and has grow n
in populari ty s ince.

9 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Movie -- William
Holden , Vince Edwards, Cliff
Robertson, Michael Rennie and
Dana Andrews in the World War
II thriller "The Devil 's Brigade."
10 p.m., Ch. 3 -- Advocates -"Saving the Nations Railroads"
is discussed.
11 p.m., Ch . 3 -- Conversation
with Mrs. Coretta King -- an
interview with the wife of the late
Martin Luther King.
1 a.m. , Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Ga ry
Cooper won an Oscar for his rGle
in Fred Zinnemann's suspen::;e
western "High Noon." Thomas
Mitchell, Grace Kelly, Lloyd
Bridges , Otto Kruger and Lon
Chaney a lso star.

SUNDAY

says he has a lways been a
"movie freak ," has his own s ureto-work technique for making a
movie.
He doesn't use a script.

"I have a fixed idea of how to
cut a scene," he said . "I don 't
like being on a schedule. You're
dealing with rhythms -- a very
important part of film _"

"I WORK for a very clear idea
of my structure -- the only thing
that gets written is an elaborate
shopping list," he said.

Hurwitz got off the subject of
filmmaking to talk about
Hollywood -- the recorder of
" distortion and abstraction ."

During an interview, Hurwitz
said his films are "very structured" but in terms of dialogue
" I'd rather give the performer
preference.

"THE NOSTAGLIA that has
grown up out of Hollywood is that
we've accepted as reai what is
fantasy," he said.
"Psychologically, Hollywood has
molded an entire attitude of war,
sex, love, regardless of how false ·
it may seem."

" I let the actors find many
variations ," he said.
"Many
actors can't improvise, however .
Some performers though have
great intuitive quality ; that's
why I like working with
comedians. They have a way of
twisting tragedy . And tragedy is
comedy ass-back wards. "

Hurwitz cited one reason for
the flamboyancy of the '60s as
that concept and vision of
Hollywood filtered down into
everyone. Everyone discovered
"we can all live like movie stars .

HURWITZ POINTED out that
the rea l construction in a film is
in its editing , thus the year an d a
half it took him to edit " The
Projectionsit."

"WE
NEVER
had
a
revolution," he said . "It was just
a movie -- everybody overacte~·."
Hurwitz insisted that the audiovisual influence on people's lives
is " fantastic. It 's the last step in a
whole lifestyle ," he said.

Mexican tour
students meet

Hurwitz talked about his new
movie , the second in his trilogy of
"movie
movi es" -"The
Comeback Trail ," a film about
two producers that hire an old

11 a.m ., Ch. 13 -- Camera Three

-- a look at Jerzy Grotowski ,
whose experiences with the
theatre ha ve sparked controversy.
2 p.m. , Ch. 44 -- Movie -Baseball -- Atlanta Braves vs. St.
Louis Ca rdinal s.
2 p.m. , Ch. 8 -- Movie -- " Th e
Grapes of Wrath" based on the
John Steinbeck novel about dustbowl farmers looking for work.
Henry Fonda, John Carradine
and Jane Darwell s ta r.
3 p.m, Ch. 13 -- CBS Sports
Spectacular -- track a nd field and
swimm ing.
4::!0 p.m., Ch. 13 -- CBS Tenni s
Classic -- Bob Lutz vs. Arthur
Ashe.
4 ::!0 p.m., Ch . 8 -- Legacy -- a
look at Holland 's cultural history
tracing its a rt work.
:i p.m .. Ch. IO --The Racers -- a
view of the Parnclli .J ones rac ers.
7::l0 p.m .. Ch. :! ··· Come to
Florirla Before It's Gone -- co mi c
Pat Paulsen takes a sa tirical look
at Florida ·s e nvironment.al
problems.
8::lo p.m .. Ch. B -- Mystery
Mov ic
Peter
Falk
as
"Co lumbo " tr y ing to tra ck down
a murrlerer (Hober t Culp l.
!Op .m .. Ch. 8 -- Ni g ht Galler~' -Stevl' Forrest in the s tor y of an
Afri('an gorilla all(! his
anthropologist captor
11 : :Hl p.m .. Ch. 1:l -- MoYie ..
.John Vc rnon and Fritz Weaver in
" llunt e r. ·· a drama about an
agPnt tr yi ng to pn'Vl'nt a dearll:-1
ge rm virus from destroying ha lf
of Anwrica.

B p.m .. Ch . :3 -- NET Opera
Theater -- Mozart' s com ic opera
"Abduction from the Seraglio."
B: I:i p .m .. Ch . B -- Baseball -Oakla!lrl
Athletics vs. Detroit
Ti gers.
9 p.m .. Ch. 10 -- Indianapolis

.

9 p.m .. Ch. 4.4 -- Movie -- Den111s
Hopper in ·The Young Land."

cowboy star, insure him for $2
million and try to kill him in a
Western.
Chuck
Mccann,
Captain
Flash - the projectionist in "The
Projectionsit "
and
Buster
Crabbe star win the film .

Ai rlin e and hotel r eservations.
as we ll as independent study
projects, lours and exc ur·;ions
w ill be discussed.
For inform at ion on the USF
program in Mexico , call ext. ~547.
.-!> <.;.
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Need help?
Cliff Notes
and
Monarch Notes
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Students who will be a ttending
th e USF-Na tional Un iversity of
Mexico o\·erseas Stu 1 j y Center in
Mexico City are requested to
meet today at 2 p.m . LAN 208.

Harry Hurwitz
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Veterans' legislation bottled up
1

KY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer

Leg islation which would
authoriz e stat e edu ca tion a l
benefits for Vietnam vetera ns is
being " bottled up " in the House
Appropriations Committee by
Chairman Marshall Harris , D·
Miami, and he must be pressured
to send it to the floor, W.B .
Mackall said Wednesda y night.
" Our only hope is sending
telegrams to Hartis and telling
him to get off his 'ass on HB 1942,"
said Mackall , director of the
Florida Division of Veterans
Affairs , in his address
to
Veterans Awareness Council
members.
HE SAID THERE
was a
companion bill currently in the
Senate Ways and Means Com·
mittee being held until Harris'
committee acts, but added, "If
the Senate waits for Marshall
Harris, time may run out. "
What this legislation would do

is allow veterans who qualify to
partiall y waive fees at sta te
universities a nd offer subsidies to
ve te r a ns a tt e nding priv a te
colleges.
Mackall sa id this bill is im·
pQrtant because although Florida
ranks ninth in total veteran
population 0 ,044,000 , including
244 ,000 Vietnam veterans), · it
ranks 34th in state benefits for
veterans .
DURING HEARINGS before
the House Select Committee on
Military and Veterans Affairs
where the bill originated ,
representatives from the Board
of Regents tried to " argue the bill
to death ," but backed off in the
face of 150 veterans present at the
hearings on the day of the vote,
Mackall said .
He said a similar demon·
stration by at least 200 veterans
from Florida State and Florida A
& M Universities was planned
Wednesday evening at the
Capitol and aimed at Harris .

"We cannot cheat,
swindle or defraud these
gallant men who use these
instruments of war as they
are now trying to use their
GI Bill and medical
benefits."
--W.B. Mackall
Turning to the state of veterans
benefits at the federal level,
Mackall a ttacked cuts in the
Veterans Administration <VA)
budget by the President and the
Office of Management and
Budget <OMB), which he
charged "is telling VA Ad·
ministrator Donald Johnson what
to do."
He said $64 million for quality
medical care and $65 million for
hospital construction were im ~
pounded in VA's $12 billion
budget this year .

Mac.k ey: Academic grievance
boards given lower priority'
1

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer

Proposals
which
would
establish academic grievance
boards were forced into a "lower

priority" during the past several
months, according to Pres. Cecil
Mackey .
"They (the proposals) took a
lower priority given the demands

of the legislative session and the
budget cycle," Mackey said .

fraternity. Noted were: Beth
Bell, Bobby Cooney, Paula
Cunningham,
Jeff
Davis,
Roxane Dow, Debbie Issac, Jim
Larkin , Mark Levine, Cheryl
Mcintyre,
Bob
Milhoan,
Georgann Petros, Pete Popejoy,
Ellen Roth, Keith Scully , Roger
Storr, Howard
Syphur and
Barbara Twine.

President's Banquet set;
Dr. Chandler to speak
Pres. Cecil Mackey will honor
outstanding students at the
President 's Honors Banquet
Sunday at 7 p.m . in the Andros
cafeteria .
Members of Omicron Delta
Kappa,
Mortarboard. and

close to that of Social Security 's
tha t the VA could be moved into
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare almost
overnight ," he concluded.
"IT WILL TAKE the combined
effort of all who remain faithful
to the concept that the veterans
programs should not become
hopelessly enmeshed in general
welfare programs to prevent
this," he added.
Addressing himself to the
entire problem of obtaining
adequate veterans benefits,
Mackall concluded, "I tell you
now, the GI Bill schooling ,
compensation, medical attention
and hospitalization are as much a
cost of war as the guns, bullets,
tanks and planes used in com·
bat.
"We cannot cheat, swindle or
defraud these gallant men who
used these instruments of war as
they are now trying to use their
GI Bill and medical benefits," he
added.

~tJNQA ~tL.l~G-E
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GR~EVES
AND OALESMAN
,., .;;;t:Y>.
Good, Fast Service, _,,_ , .
•

,.•'f6';

rs our way

•

of saying thanks

The three proposals, from
;Faculty Senate, SG and Dr. Carl
Riggs , vice president for
Academic Affairs, have all been
submitted to Mackey .
Faculty Senate's proposal was
turned in "several months ago,"
according to Dr. Jesse Binford,
Faculty Senate chairman .

Seventeen Greeks
honored during banquet
Sigma Phi E-psilon and Delta
Gamma were honored for high
scholarship averages Monday
night at the Greek Awards
banquet.
Dr. Joe Howell, vice president
for Student Affairs, was guest
speaker at the banquet where 17
Greeks were recognized for
contributions to their sorority or

IN ADDITION, VA is trying to
eliminat e th e $250 burial
allowance, "drastically slash "
pe ns ion s for ve te r a ns whose
wives work a nd cut the da ily
census at VA hospitals from
85,500 to 84,000, he added.
Johnson is also trying to change
disability ratings, Mackall said
adding, "Apparently a Vietnam
veteran's leg is supposed to be
worth less than a World War II
veteran's leg."
MACKALL SAID he was also
disturbed by current plans to
reorganize VA into 10 regional
offices with small satellite of·
fices .
" We are not ready to accept
this restructuring as anything but
a prelude to the dismantling of
the VA as we know it today," he
said.
Comparing this reorganization
to that of the Social Security
Administration, he predicted less
personalized service.
"VA's reorganization is so

,

Riggs said his proposal has
been in Mackey's office "over a
month," while Ben Johnson , SG
secretary of Academic Affairs,
sent his proposal to Mackey
about two weeks ago .
SG's proposal has been up for
consideration in various offices
since October, but Johnson said
he appealed directly to Mackey
after he had no response from
Faculty Senate or Riggs.
'
Mackey said yesterday he will
"get to " the proposals soon.

Themis will be honored as well as
students chosen for the 1973
college Who's Who.
Dr . Morton Chandler, president
of Hillsborough Community
College, will be the guest
speaker .

14727 N. NEBRASKA AVE.

BEFORE·YOU GO .
PICKUP YOUR
PANTS

AT THE
BETTER

HALF
Hours· 10-8
Ph. 971-4254

Binford said he felt the
grievance
committee
"is
something the students need and
deserve," adding, "it's about
time something is worked out."

10024 N. 30th Street
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by Garry Trudeau
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University Square Mall will
create more jobs, more competition and more traffic in the
USF area when it opens in late
1974.
The shopping center , now
under construction on Fowler
Avenue between 19th and 30th
Streets, will house 104 stores,
including Maas Brothers, Penney's, Robinson's and Sears.
Between 2,000-2,500 part-and
full-time jobs will be open when
the mall opens , estimated the
Edward J . DeBartolo Corporation, owner and developer of
the mall.
In addition, about 2,000 people
will be employed during the
construction phase of the mall,
the corporation said .
When the mall opens for
business, the UC book store won't
be able to compete with it in
certain areas, Jack Burns,
bookstore manager, said .
"Nonschool-r elated prodcuts
will have an effect on our sales-they'll be cheaper in those (mall)
stores than in ours," he said,
becase the mall stores can buy in
"larger mass volume" than the
bookstore can.
"It's like trying to relate a 7-11
K-Mart
a
to
operation
operation ," he said.
" My cost, as a smaller store,
controls my retail price," Burns
said. "I just can't mark the

prices of some of my products
down to meet <the mall stores ')
level .
"The people who shop at
Temple Terrace stores may go to
the shopping center instead,
because it has a greater variety
of stores and may have lower

"I doubt if we will feel
any impact. I don't think
people who are shopping at
the mall will be driving
through the campus to
sightsee."
Jack Preble

* * *

"It's like trying to relate
7-11 operation to a K-Mart
operation ... Our major job
is to carry the texts and
supplies you need for USF
classes."
Jack Burns
prices. Economically , of course,
that would be bad," he said .
In addition , he said the mall
will create traffic problems for
Temple Terrace.
"The traffic pattern that would
be established would put additional traffic along Fowler.

Fowler is zoned residential for
Temple Terrace," he said .
To ease the problem, Temple
Terrace could only " regulate
speed conditions and then only
with the approval of the
Department of Transportatio n ,''
he said .
Also , a traffic light will
probably be needed at I-75 and
Fowler to regulate traffic getting
on the In,(~r~tflte, Bruce
Department of
Downs of
Transportato n; said.
Traffic problems may occur on
Bearss
Bearss Avenue, too.
Avenue will serve as the "direct
access" route for persons living
in the numerous large housing
development s being built north of
the University, Downs said.
Traffic on the USF campus
won't get any heavier because of
mall shoppers, University Police
Chief Jack Preble says.
"I doubt if we wili feel any
impact. I don 't think people who
are shopping at the mall will be
driving through the campus to
sightsee. Most of the people
who 'II be using the center will be
from north Hillsborough County,
and they've probably already
seen the University," Preble
said .
No new buses from Tampa to
the mall are planned, said Frank
transport ation
Ahedo,
Tampa
of
superintend ent
Buslines .

the.:
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Drain age
Continued from Page I

do not object to this proposal.
The plan most favored by
environment alists would channel
drainage from the development s
to a swamp east of the lake.
This is similar to a proposal
offered severa). weeks ago by
Stewart. But his proposal called
for extending the actual pipe,
which Piercefield said would
cost an additional $100,000. The
new version, according to Cowell,
calls only for a ditch . Although
actual costs are still unknown
Wilkins said he "understood ':
U.S. Hom e, Wedgewood and the
Deltona Corp. (which at this point
would also be affected) had no
objections to this plan .
most popular
THE NEXT
alternative is to run drainage into
a retention pond that would be
constructed adjacent to the lake .
Another ditch would then run
from the pond into the lake 's
" natural outflow," e ventually
draining into the swamp.
(Natural outflow refers to the
point where the lake connects
with th e swamp.) Thi s would
me a n di s plac e ment of USF
propert y <d igging a pond) and
according to Cowell, may pro ve
more ex pensive than hi s ditchto-swamp plan .
Th e la st of the considered
alternatives was proposed by
Pier ce fi e ld at Wednesday' s
Commission hearing .
Hi s plan calls for cons truction

flNO ONL.Y
1337 L-EFT,
SIR..

\

OH,
SHf/T tlP/

I

of a retention pond to act as a
drainage holding tank . As the
pond overflowed , drainage would
run into the lake after passing
through a filter of plant
vegetation.
Stewart, Betz and Cowell
oppose this plan, saying it would
still send drainage directly into
the lake.
Yesterday, USF Pres . lecil
Mackey was confident a "good"
solution would be reached, but
said the "most likely" alternative would be the running into
th e lake . Mackey said the pond excavation would "presumably "
be financed by the county or the
developer.
Officials and e nvironmentali~~s
have on e week to agree on
alternate plans, or the Commi ss ion , me e ting next Wednes day , wi II use th e s tate approved plan to pipe drainage
direc tly into the lake .

president for Finance and Accounting , said he called . Arnade
and Davis (who is heading a
separate SG committee) to
remind them Ferguson had asked
for all criticisms to be in
tomorrow .
"Ferguson requested at the
BOR meeting on May 15 that all
manual criticisms be submitted
to him within 10 days, " l ~ artley
said .
However, Dr. Jesse Binford,
Faculty Senate chairman who
attended the BOR meeting, said
he does not remember Ferguson
specifying a deadline .
"IT IS MY personal belief that
Mr. Ferguson will probably be
able to consider criticisms that
are submitted early next week,
but there is a limit, " Hartley
said.
How eve r, Ferguson said
yesterday he had imposed no
, .adline and " does not want to
rush the committees ."
"I want to do it <review of th e
ma nual) right," Ferguson said.
llAH'1 LEY SAID he had been
assigned to "work with the
committee," and this job entailed
"rem in ding U. <!m" of Ferguson's
"request."
lie said he will not attend
Monday's meeting .
However, Arnade said he had
" never been ir ·or med" Hartl ey
would work with the committee
but he was "not upset about it.
"Therr are more important
things to ._;et upset about. It's just
a matter of procedure," he said.

Arnade said he will submit
to
criticisms
committee
Ferguson "either Wednesday or
Thursday, " and Davis said SG
criticisms will oe sent early next
week .
A SUGGESTI01'i will be made
at Monday's meeting to add a

FUN FOR ALL at

Sl/K CHIK
Sale-PANTS-6.00
HOT PANTS-S.00
TOPS-3-S
10% off DRESS PANTS
MAXIS-20.00
Free Cool Drinks

10024 N. 30th St.

TOYOTA PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER
Quality

Economy

section clarifying classroom
warrant serving procedures,
Arnade said, adding that the
meeing will be public and anyone
may make suggestions .
Hartley said Pres. Cecil
Mackey will submit a list of
" official" USF criticisms to thf'
BOR committee.

Roominess

fun

from 10-8
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USF to condu ct athlet ic banqu et
lJSF stick, hatting .4'.l\l. John
in sports
Renn eker,
formation director, said
yesterday the NCAA has officially recognized th e corrected
figure . However , two men hav e
moved ahead of Campbell in th e
nation 's batting race and the USF
senior is still the country's fifth
best.
The Brahman basketball tea m
which experienced it's best
varsity season, 14-11, was led by
the team's most valuable player,
6-9 center Fred Gibbs .

BY DA VE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports Editor

For the first time, USF will
name a female athlete of the year
along with a top male performer
as it conducts its third annual
athletic awards banquet today .
The 6 p.m . event is to be staged
at the Lake Thonotosassa Center
as an informal cookout. In the
event of rain, the festivities will
be moved to the natatorium .
IN THE P A$T, USF had only
one women's ·s port, tennis, but
this year it ventured into intercollegiate competition in
basketball and volleyball also.
The prime candidate for the
female award is Mary Ann
Holmes, a St. Petersburg Junior
College <SPJC) transfer student.
Holines was a dominating
figure on the basketball team
which was 11-3 and the softball
squad which placed second in the
state's Senior College Division.

Don Ellison and Mike Campbell
of the Brahman baseball team,
basketball's Fred Gibbs and
Gavin Turner of Coach Dan
Holcomb's soccer squad appear
to be the favorites for the male
. athlete of the year.

JANIE McCALL should give
Holmes good competition for the
award. The female athlete was a
member of the volleyball,
basketball and softball ~earns and

Although he missed a few
games due to a shin bone frac-ture, Ellison was the Brahmans'
second leading hitter at .393. He
tied Bill Eerkes for the club lead

r

Ricke Morehead

Coswell DePieza

.•• first award winner

... won last year

stands a chance of being USF's
first 12-letter performer,

in RBI's with 25 and has been
scouted by the major leagues .
BOTHERED with tendonitis in
the left elbow the past two
seasons, Ellison 's pitching
slipped to 3-3 with a 3.48 ERA.
Mike Campbell was the top

Gator goes to night
JACKSONVILLE <UPD - The 29th annual Gator Bowl football
game on Dec. 29 will be played at night for the first time in the history
of the classic, it was announced yesterday.

intramurals

..

sports

briefs

Miami takes first
STARKSVILLE, Miss. <UPI) - Miami of Florida quelled a 9th
inning rally to defeat pre-tourney favorite South Alabama 5-3
yesterday in the opening round of the NCAA District 3 baseball
·
tournament.
Senior Right:iander Rick Patry lo had to have help from reliefer Bob
Bartlett in the 9th inning to notch his seventh win of the year against
three defeats.
SOUTH Alabama threatened in the 9th with three consecutive
doubles by Alex Pastore, Gary Conley and Forest Crowder before
Bartlett came onto the mound and retired the next three batters and
save the win.
Centerfielder Kim Seipe hit a two-run homer for Miami with two out
in the 5th inning to break up a pitcher's duel between Patrylo and
South Alabama ace Mark Hoffman, who was charged with only his
second loss against 10 wins.
South Alabama picked up a run in the bottom of the 5th on back-toback doubles by Conley and Crowder, the first hits off Patrylo. Miami
moved ahead 5-1 with three runs in the 8th inninng, two on catcher
Ralph Edwards' home run.
000 020 030-5 6 O
Miami
000 010 002-3 7 O
South Alabama
Patrylo, Bartlett (9), and Edwards; Hoffman, Choat (6), Sturgeon
(8), Powell (8) and Whitehead. W-Patrylo, 7-3L-Hoffman, 10-2.
Home runs-Miami, Seipe and Edwards.

THE GATOR Bowl board of directors said kickoff of the nationally
televised contest will be 8:30 p.m.
The latest previous start was the 4 p.m. kickoff of the 1973 Gator
Bowl.

Waltrip qualifies for 600
CHARLOTTE, N.C . <UPI) - Darrell Waltrip captured the 13th
starting position for Sunday's $175,000 World 600 in the second of four
days of qualifying runs here yesterday.

,

THE WINNER of the contest, the longest of the NASCAR circuit,
will earn $21,950 plus bonus money.
Sitting on the inside of the eighth row will be Bobby Isaac who led
briefly in last year's event and won the pole in 1970. Beside Isaac's
Ford will be Jim Vandiver in a Dodge.
G. C. Spencer won the 17th place of the starting grid in a Dodge and
Paul Tyler of Charlotte will start 18th in a Mercury.

In 1971 Morehead, a six time
All-American and record holder
in the 200-yard breaststroke, was
victorious and last year DePieza .
of the now - defunct · USF
cross country team and now
running for University of Florida
.
grabbed the trophy .
A Brahman scholar-athlete
shall also be chosen at today 's
ceremonies.

GIBBS SET A school record
during the 1972-73 year with 26
rebounds in a game against West
Florida. He averaged 9.1 points a
game.
Just missing All -American
honors was Gavin Turner who
received numerous soccer
awards .

received no written invitation to
this year's NCAA meet, acting
coach Leroy Parr said the squad
has been contacted by phone.
TWO SPORT~. basketball and
baseball , experienced their best
seasons at USF.
In their second year of varsity
play the cagers finished 14-ll as
the Brahman nine went 23-16.
their best in eight years.

their only college division opponent.
TENNIS WAS thP other USF
sport to finish below the .500
mark , dropping to 12-13 on the
final day of the season .
The golf squad, defending
runnerups in the NCAA college
di vision tourney, recorded a 5-5
mark in dual competition .
Although the Brahmans have

Oo/o OFF ANYTHING IN STORE!!
Strakivari, A.R., Garrard , KLH , Harmon Kardon , Dual,
Marantz, TEAC, ·AKAi, Sony, Dynaco, Craig, Sanyo, QUAD
'
Records & Tapes, Nikko, Pickering, Shure, Koss

GET ON DOWN!!!
4812 Busch
Blvd.
(5 blocks
east of
Busch
Gardens)

988-7059
Open
til/ 9p.m.

does not n ecessari l y apply to all fair trade

itern~.

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602

Men' s Softball
Alpha Tau Omega 11,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 7
Iola 1 16, Iota 2 4
Ela 1 10, Lambda 2 7
FHAC East 7, BCM 0 (forfeit)
Pi Kappa Epsilon 17,
Tau Kappa Epsilon 4
Joint Effort 8, 7-Up 4
Zeta 1 1O, Theta 2 7
Tau Epsilon Phi 6,
Della Tau Delta 3
I Eta Thi 14, OC Wonder Boys 13

The Franklin, Tenn. native drove his Mercury to 154.365 mph, the
sixth best qualifying time postedfor the contest on the 1.5 mile banked
oval. Starting beside Waltrip will be Coo Coo Marlin, who posted a
154.294 mph run in his Chevrolet.
THE POLE position went to Buddy Baker who toured the track
Wednesday at 158.051 mph in his Dodge.
An intermittent rain delayed qualifying for almost an hour and
finally a heavy downpour forced the remaining four drivers who
sought places in the event to postpone their runs until today .
The four will be given a chance to bump yesterday's qualifiers. If
they fail, they will still be eligible for the third round of qualifying
runs in the afternoon.

HICKE Morehead and Coswell
DePieza were the first two Brahmans to be honored at the awarrl>
banquet.

sports program
•
en1oys yearly success
On the strength of seven
winning seasons, USF ended its
1972-73 intercollegiate athletics
program with a 103-77-2 record.
Women's sports in its first year
at USF enjoyed the most success
as b::i.sketball closed at 11-3 and
softball at 10-3.
THE CAGERS won two games
in the state tourney while the
Brahmisses placed . second in
the Senior College Division .
The volleyball team began
strong, jumping out to a 6-0 mark,
but staggered in at 10-8. Tennis,
the last major women's sport,
continued its fine play of the past,
registering an 8-5 record and
fourth in the state.
Soccer again proved USF's
best team on a national scale as
they finished 9-4-2, losing in the
second round of the NCAA college
division playoffs.
DURING THE regular season
the Brahmans tied Howard, last
year's university division
champs, 2-2, and lost 1-0 to
current titlists, St. Louis .
Swimming, however , didn't
have too much to be happy about
during its season , going 1-9
against major competition .
The Brahmans, 1971 NCAA
college division runnerups, lone
victory was over Clairion State,

ORACLE

li e was the first USF player
nam ed to the All-South (college
a nd university division players l
fir st tea m. was a member of the
Eas t squad in the initial Senior
13owl soccer game and was
named to the Orlando Sentinel's
all -state <.:ollege first team .

appointment available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AMto2PM

El>flFIJ
by EFUA T. SUTHERLAND

OF GHANA

Directed by ERROL HILL

MAY

24 - 26

PHON.E_. 974 -2323

_. ,.;

8PM
University Theatre
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
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Live With Us
Happiness is being where the action is.
That's why we plan a variety of social activities
for your entertainment. Take 'em or leave 'em.
Bring a friend or come alone. Either way, you'll
enjoy the fun things wh.e n you live at our place.
So... make the right move.

Come to where the living is easy.

6Fontana ~al1
-J
4200 Fletchn ,\ Wll lH'. Ta 111 pa. Florid a

;{;~() 12

Phone (SB) 9 71-9;) ;)()
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Women to be honored
The Awards Day and Spring
Conferenc e for women's intra murals is scheduled for
Thursday in the Baptist Student
Union .
Awards will be presented for
Sportsmanship, Outstanding
Sports Recreation and the IM 'er,

,
...

going to the woman who has
accumlulated the most points
throughout the year.
JILL
BARR.
recreation
coordinator, said students will
have a chance to provide "input
into what programs they want for
next year."

'

Personal foul

IN THE PAST year I picked the
Reds in the World Series, the
Redskins in the Super Bowl and
the Lakers in the NBA play-offs.
Needless to say they all lost.
But I'm a firm believer in the
law of averages and sooner or
later I'm going to have to end my
jinxing ability.
To begin with I'll make one of
the
easier
predictions-Secretariat will win the Triple
Crown. Only Sham kept close to
the horse in the Derby and the
Preakness, and only Sham will
make a race of it in the June 9
Belmont Stakes.

intramurals
The awards presentations will
begin at 4: 15 p.m. and tickets for
the banquet following the
presentation may be purchased
at the intramural office for $1.
Finals in women's volleyball
and co-ed basketball will be
played Tuesday in the gym with
volleyball starting at 4:30 p.m.
and the cagers getting under way
at 7 p.m.

A look into the future
This being the final column of
the quarter, it seems appropriate
to make S\.me predictjons about
sports world happenings .
Before you go taking my
prophecies as gospel truth,
however, let me caution you
about my soothsaying powers.

r

division but they have the personnel to do it. Wilbur Wood,
Dick Allen & Co. have a tough
division but it's their turn to take
it.
One of the year's biggest
questions is, 'When will Hank
Aaron break Babe Ruth's home
run record? ' It's almost a sure
bet that if the Hammer doesn't
get injured the record's his.
WITH just 29 homers to tie
Ruth <prior to last night's game
with the Giants) I'll go out on a
limb and say Aaron will set the
record this year. If not, he'll get
it in the first baseball month of
1974.
For what it's worth these are
my predictions.
If you go
bankrupt following my advice,
don't say I didn't warn you.
--Dave Moormann

PLAYOFFS in billiards and
badminton will be played
throughout the week.
Further information may be
obtained by calling Barr at 9742125.

It's now official:
USF to play UT
The Dec . 10 basketball contest
between USF and the University
of Tennessee was confirmed
yesterday.
The away game will mark the
first meeting between the Brahmans and Tennessee of the
Southeastern Conference (SEC).
Florida is the other SEC member
on USF's 1973-74 schedule.

THE ONLY possible way
Secretariat can lose is if he gets
boxed in while starting off in his
usual last place. Barring such
misfortune, Secretariat will
become the ninth Triple Crown
winner in history.
Monday 's running of the Indianapolis 500 offers more of a
challenge. Actually the race
could go to almost anyone.
I'll pick Gary Bettenhausen
mainly because I've pulled for
him since he started in the event.
But his position, the middle of the
second row, doesn't hurt .either.

Putt-Putt

Oracle photo by Steve Brier

With final exam time closing in, this student is trying
to get that last bit of relaxation in before the cramming
begins. Of course, if the ball doesn't go into the cup, he
may not appear to be too relaxed. Action took place at
USF's putting greens.

Racing action slated
A two-night Memorial Day
stock car racing program is
scheduled for Saturday and
Monday at Sunshine Speedway .
With a total weekend purse of
$10,000, the holiday agenda includes a 30-lap Tornado Championship, 20-lap Figure 8 contest,

and a 20-lap Mini-Stock Championship race.
Among entrants are Dan
Daughtry, Billy Gill
Lester
Slone and Marilyn Blackwelder .
Races get under way at 8 p.m.
at the quarter-mile track
located on Fla. 688 between U.S .
19 and I-75.

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER

BEFORE THE baseball season
began, I chose Pittsburgh ,
Cincinnati, Baltimore and the
Chicago White Sox to take their
respective divisions . I still do .

IF YOU HAVEN'T FOUND US BY NOW,
ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT WHAT
YOUVE BEEN MISSING.

The Pirates have been stumbling around for awhile . but
should. soon start to play like the
1971 World Champions are
capable ..Their biggest opposition
will be the Cubs.

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
10938 B 56th Street Between Main . Street
Temple Terrace
Ice Cream Parlor and
988-389&Hrs. 10-6 8-10
Budget Tapes.

Of the four top teams in the NL
West, Cincinnati is the only one
which has consistently played
well the entire season, a plus in
their favor.
I THOUGHT the O's would be a
better team this ·year. They
aren't, but neither is the rest of
the
mediocre
Al
East.
Baltimore should back into the
title.
Even I'd be somewhat sur"
prised if the Chisox won their

Green League
crown decided
as TEP wins
With its 6-3 victory over Delta
Tau Delta Wednesday , Tau
Epsilon Phi (TEP) became the
first fraternity entered in
Monday's intramural softball
playoff.
The triumph which raised
TEP 's record to 9-1 enabled them
to take the Green League title.
Seven teams have now earned
their way to the campus playoffs
with only the Gold League and
Staff League winners yet to be
determined.

1

DON T
FORGET!
Competition for the women's intramural
... billiards crown begins next week.

·- Wonda Hole, N .Y Doily News

When it comes to books
Come to the

• ROSS HUN HR ' " ·"· ""'

AIRPORT
BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SEBERG • JACQUELINE BISSET
GEORGE KENNEDY • HELEN HAYES
VU HEFUJI • MAUREEN STAPlETON
A UNIVERSAL PlClUR[ • HCHNICOLOR4' •

Produc~d in

70"4M !ODO AO-

Friday 7 :30 & 10 pm
Saturday 7:30 & 10 pm
Sunday 7:30 & 10 pm
Sponsored by SEAC
LAN 103

PSE Book Exchange
UC 103

June 4-20
Open 9 am - 4 pm
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GERVIC~S
J
OFFERED

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
ISM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. N'ina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.

PART TIME 'help wanted. At least 3 full
days per week. Will work around your .
schedule. Weavers Lawn Service. 877
4800. 5803 N. Armenia Ave., Tampa , Fla.

'71 VW BUG- MUST SELL. Light blu~ with

ORGANIST or elec . piano player wanted for
established group. Top 40 & commercial.
Must have own equipment.
Steady
fulltime employment. 988-8149.

1970

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST:-TURASIAN,
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
ISM
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. lrom ·USF--.971-6041 after 6

ANYONE with van going to Miami at
quarter's end? Will pay SlO to take rocking
chair and light frame couch & cushions to
my home. Call Sue 935-8602.

CANOE RENTALS
Sy pay or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

SUMMER Jobs-Serve youth at Camp
Flaming Arrow, SSA,
Salary open.
Located in Lake Wales, Fla. 7 wks. Call for
Appointment or Application, 872·2691 Jim
Hall.

MODERN CAMPSITE, five minutes from
USF. 177 wooded sites. All hookups.
Heated pool. Ideal location for visiting
parents with RV's. · us 301 and SR 579.
Tel.: 986·2415 Spanish Main Campground.

...,

r

I

!

~

l

MISC. FOR SALE

I

350'automatic,
Call
.

NEED 2 FEMALE roommates to share
furnished 2 bdr, 2 bath, cen. A·H, WW
carpeted apt. •;,mi. from USF. Rent: $60
per mon.
For more information, Call
Sandy 971-0162.
MALE ROOMMATE- own room in a nice CA
two bedroom mobile home· 3 miles to USF
at (Village Tampa) $70. Available June 1.
For more information call: 971-8808.
FOR SUBLEASE- One private bedroom in
three bedroom .house.
Fully furnished
with AC, color TV, carpeting and piano.

Located in residential Temple Terrace.
Call ·Sill or Dick al 988-0164 .

Phone: 879-1794 between 9 a.m . & 5 p.m.
COUNSELOR - male, female. Work at camp
upstate N.Y. Teach kids the outdoorssharing-love. If you care about young
people, call Gary at 879-1799 after 7.

GS

APTS. & HOUSES'\
TO SHARE

store. Summer and part time employment.

care service, or .food co-ops to buy food at

Skylark

sell by May 26 . $1600 or best offer.
988-9497.

PART TIME employments men's clothing

ANYONE INTERESTED in University child

BUICK

Call 935-2482 after 7

power steering, power disc brakes. Must

NEW TRAVEL LODGE Motor Hotel opening
close to USF campus, Fowler & 30th. Need
complete staff. Front desk, PBX, Waiter,
Waitre~ses, Sellman, Cashiers, Cocktail
waitresses, Cooks, Bus help, etc. Taking
applications now at temp. office, ·1915 E.
Fowl.e r, Shady Oaks Mobile Homes Sales.

----LESSONS-Guitar:
5-string
Banjo. Private lessons by Qualified Instructors.
Guitar rental available.
Grissett Music, Ph. 988-1419.

wholesale prices, call 971-3358.

black interior; radio; excellent condition .

$1500 or best offer.
p.m.

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best results, call : Thompson's Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave . 935-8263

OPPORTUNITY for persons 19 or over to
learn management on full time basis with
rapidly growing theater circuit. Please
apply in person at Britton Theater, Britton
Plaza.

10 SPEED Murray bike $45.
Speargun,
Magnu·m Toploader, excellent condition.
Queen size waterbed S15. Ph: 971-3344.

(

BEAUTIFUL German shepherd puppies
AKC registered, shots, range of colors $50S8S. Call 251-5796.

8-TRACK Tape Players for auto $29.95.
Menard Pawn & Gift Shop 14038 N. Florida
Ave. 935-7743.
THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & western hats. Only 10 min
from campus. Ser max Western Wear 870
Nebraska.
FOR SALE: One complete set of Titleist Golf
Irons. 2 through sandwedge. 1973 model
slightly used. $150.00 Call Dick or Sill at
988-0164.
MUST sell boys 10-speed Schwinn bike.
Excellent condition. 971-4122.

)~
l ..............FOR
J}
............ ..................... .
RENT

~N~T~ME-~TS

)

M_o_e_il_E_H_o_M_E_s_)

(_ _

ELECTRIC guitar and amp. $250.00 Call if
interested or come by: 2615 E. !10th Ave.
Ph. 971-1480 from 9:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M.

1971 12X60 REGENT: 2 bedrooms, 32,500
STU 1\-C, awnings, 10x7 shed, WW carpeting, privately set-up, 6 miles from USF,
must sell! SACRIFICE! $470 down Ph:
186-1738.

PISGAH WILDERNESS COMMUNITY
BUILDING EXPEDITION August 18-31.
This is unique opportunity to experience
new ways to self and other awareness
through the rigors of strenuous and
creative back packing. Led by a climber
and a group specialist. Registrations by
June 1. Call Sill U.C.F. 988-1185.

(

HONDA 450 Scrambler low mileagl!, lugg&ge
rack, elec. Start, lots of extras. $550. Call
977-5290. If no answer call 971-0997.

ONE SR FURN, cent AC, dishwasher, self
cleaning oven, walk·in closet. Available
June 1. S143 plus deposit. 971-1458 after 5.

LEA'llNG TOWN this summer. Must sell
a like new 1970 Honda 175 with a mere 4700
miles. Come• with a hel met tool kit etc.
S375 or best offer. 343-2030 St. Pete.

RENT ONE bedroom furnished apt.
Cathedral ceiling. $160 a month. Close to
USF. To sublet from June to August, for
further information, call 971-5232.
SUMMER AT LA MANCHA DOS. Study &
relax at La Mancha Dos this summer. We
offer summer quarter contracts for $175 or
rnonthly rate at $75. Make reservations
now while summer vacancies left. One
blk. fr.o m campus on 42nd St . 971-0100.
,---·------ ----·~\

j

TRANSPORTATION Available to New York
City. Drivers needed · 18 yr•., Drivers
Lise., Student ID. Call Olin'• RentacarTampa . 876·5111 or in Miami, B71-3710.

HELP.

I love you.

Need a ride?

(MoTORCYCLES--1
\.
& SCOOTERS
.)

FOR RENT: Quaint, 2-Bedroom completely
iurnished cottage. Beautiful oaks, fenced
.backyard, 2 mi. from campus. Couple
only. $150-mo. first & last. Phone 988-9246.

WAN~~-)

1972 YAMAHA lOOcc LS2. Only 1500 miles .
Excellent condition. Two helmets with
windscreens included. S390 Call 884-4806.

(_A_u~~-~?_11ve_..)
1965 CHEV. air, good tires & brakes,
automatic, power steering. $499.99 Must
sell. Please call 238-7270 after 5.
PINT0-'71
low mileage, AC, radio,
automatic, yellow with black interior;
Must Sell, $1500 or best offer. Call 935-2412
after 7: 00 PM.

WIVES

women's problems.
VALERIE MORTON or Stanley West of
Florence
N . J.
olease
contact
Celestine Pratt at 2917 Angela Ct. in
Knollwood Manor Apt. off 30th Street, soon
as possible.

J

LIBERATION Music Service S4000 will buy
all stock and fixtures . Call Tim. Ph:
935:5912 .

TEMPORARY

IF you need any info on drugs, referrals, ·
activities or just want to rap. Call Helpline
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-2556 for

TERRY - Happy Birthday!!
Chris.

REAL ESTATE

iORAl
GllllUTIOll

plus

Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat.

KITTENS - Four Toms and a Teddy Bear.
A real mixed bag. 238-2566.

~

FOR RENT - cottages and-or efficiencies.
8.y week or month. At Mi Sack Yard. 2
miles South of Busch on 40th Street. See
Bobby or George.

r

$19.95

TODA Y'S WORLD

WORKING at Disney this summer?
Roommate needed, share apt. with 3 other
girls. 10 min. from WOW in Kissimmee.
Contact Mary Jo . Ph: 6258.

IN DY 500 tickets for sale. Paddock block of
six value. S150. All for SlOO. Call Mark 971-

....____R_io_~s

beanbags

13112 n. florida ave.

NEED roommate to share trailer, 2 miles
from USF. $62.50 a inon. & utilities .
Available June 1. Phone 971-9747. 12407 N .
11 St. Campus Court Trailer E.

LOVE is: Siamese kittens purrfectly
adorable. Well-cared for. 986-1154.
Registered and unregistered.

~
.. ~

7034 w. hillsborough
(peacock alley)

I

.;

((

.1 sso

$175/ per quarter
THAT'S ALL IT COSTS
TO LIVE IN
LA MANCHA DOS

FOR SUMMER
QUARTER

Check the
ORACLE
CLASSIFIED
LAN 472 EXT. 2620

(June 9 - August 14)
1 Block from campus
on 42nd St.
Phone 971-0100

NUCLEAR POWER FOR THOSE ENROLLED
IN PHYSICS, MATHMATICS, OR ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
WHO WANT TO GET TO THE TOP.

'62 VW BUG.
Good condition.
Rebuilt
engine. Has had loving treatment. $425 .
Call evenings. 988·2629.
'66 FORD Mustang, factory air, PS, vinyl
rool, excellent condition . '71 Honda 350SL ~
great for dirt or to beat USF parking
problems. 971 -3547 before 5 or 977-5569.

EXTRA" cash (work today-pay today)
guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a week.

Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 w. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m .-6 p.m.
MEN OR WOMEN wanted for permanent
part iime employment taking inventory in
grocery, drug and variety stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory Specialists. Phone: 879·
3876.
IMMEDIATE
opening
Houseparents,
Resident Counselors, Dormi1ory
For
Handicapped Adults 877 · 7431
·
HAIRDRESSER wanted USF area. Busy
salon . Apply Surburbanc1te Beauty Salon
2211 E . Fletcher .
COOKS and waitresses wanted. Over 2 .
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave. ~11d
Hillsborough Ave . Pizza Huts. Apply in
~erson.

MALE
students want ed for part.time
laborers as indoor landscaper s.
Good
hourly wage approx JO hr s per wee k. Calt
the Planter Box 876 · 5343 9: 30 · 5: 30 A sk for
Mike.

CLINT
EASTWOOD
HIGH PLAINS
DltlFTElt
TECHNICOLOR®• PANAVISION ®

I: 00 2: 50 4: 45
6: 30 8: 20 10: 10

~

For more information call U.S. Navy,
Temple Terrace 985· 1010

I
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Quench your thirst for adventure.
Discover New Spaitada.
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The men of Spain.sailed the seas in search oi new worlds. They tarried the
·•· ; tasteoi home in a.wine !hatcelebraied their glories and inspired Spanada.
: Ne.;y Spanada: wine worth discovering today. A superb red wine. lightly
touched with citrus fruits It brings adventure to fine wine drinking. Serve
new'Spanada . .. taste worth discoverinp today.
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